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based lysis techniques can 
increase the number of 
sequencing reads and 




• Compare variations of commercial nucleic acid extraction kits to determine 
the most ideal protocol for future applications
• Protocols including bead beating, addition of Proteinase K, or addition of Carrier RNA typically 
resulted in a greater number of reads and more sensitive detection of yeast
• Kits from ZymoBIOMICS tend to result in proportions which are most like those of the 
ZymoBIOMICS Microbial Community Standard
• MagMax Viral/Pathogen kit could be an effective option for low-resource environments, as bead-
based technology does not require a centrifuge
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• Would be beneficial in the future to also test the kits’ abilities to detect viral pathogens
Figure 1. Average number of sequencing reads for different categories of pathogens (per 100,000 total reads) detected by each kit
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• Successful detection of pathogens depends first on the successful 
extraction of nucleic acids from the original sample1
• Many commercial extraction kits exist with varying costs, required materials, 
and processing costs
• High-throughput DNA sequencing has become a standard technique to 
characterize microbial communities2
Background and Introduction
Thank you to the University of Nebraska Medical Center for this opportunity, and especially to Catherine Pratt 


















Figure 2. Proportions of pathogens present in the ZymoBIOMICS Microbial Community Standard as detected by each kit 
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• OmniLyse kit could be an acceptable option for environments with very minimal resources, 
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